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CR3HTO-HTB
Hot Bakery Service Merchandiser  
for Non-Perishable Baked Goods



Features and Benefits:
- Sits directly on counter top
- Electronic thermostat control
- All stainless steel interior
-  Adjustable pan support for level  

or angled display (12”x 20”)
- Lift-up glass
- Standard 15 amp NEMA plug (115 Volt)
-  Please reference color chart for choice of standard 

Hussmann paint and finish options (www.hussmann.com)

Options Include:
- Product Facia (backlit)
- Fold-down thermoplastic cutting board
- Custom pan arrangements
- Custom counters to hold units
-  Custom lengths and options*  

(consult your Hussmann sales representative)

Matching Case Lines:
-  Service Hot Top Only: R3HTO or CR3HTO
-  Service Refrigerated Top Only: R3TO or CR3TO
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Lengths:  3', 4', and 5'

Holds non-perishable products ONLY -  
See R3HTO or CR3HTO for perishable hot products.

Hussmann Hot Bakery Service Merchandiser  
for Non-Perishable Baked Goods

CR3HTO-HTB

Hussmann Specialty 
13770 Ramona Avenue 
Chino, California  91710-5423 
Ph: 800.395.9229

www.hussmann.com

Plug and Play
Simple plug in counter top unit  
allows quick install and setup.

Merchandising Flare
Product presentation angle and 
4 rows of lights assure excellent 
product visibility.
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Notes:
Contact your sales representative for information on possible 
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*  Some optional features may need to be certified by UL, NSF, and/or other  
3rd party certification agencies. Contact Hussmann for verification or questions 
for availability.

NOTE: These merchandisers are designed for use in stores when temperature and 
humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. We reserve the right to change or revise 
specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions, or replacements for equipment previously sold or shipped.

For additional resources, contact your representative or visit  
www.hussmann.com.

Serve Hot 
Appeal to the customers’ senses  

with hot, fresh product sales.

Promotional Opportunities
Built-in translite strip allows promotions  
of special products to drive product sales.

Note.
Use Hussmann’s technical 
data sheets to get precise 
dimensions for all store 
layout purposes.


